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- Who needs still another literary journal? Probably not you — if the new journal simply imitates established periodicals.

- Who needs College Literature? Quite possibly you — if you see yourself as a member of a professional guild whose contractual tasks make you a combined scholar-teacher, with considerable emphasis on teacher.

- Designed as a literary-pedagogical journal, College Literature publishes articles done by scholars and critics who deal with those literary works which are most commonly taught in American colleges and universities, those which form a loose canon of Western literary culture.

- College Literature is based firmly on the idea that substance precedes methodology. But it attempts from this point of view to bring the functions of scholarship, criticism, and teaching into mutual focus. Through the articles it publishes, it provides varied answers to an overriding question often ignored in literary publications: How can we directly use the special insights and information of bona fide experts in the actual teaching of classes?
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